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Abstract—Recently, software size becomes larger, and consequently, not only a software developer but also a software purchaser suffers considerable losses when software project failure. So avoiding project failure is also important for purchasers. Project monitoring with a purchaser and a developer (stakeholders) is expected for the purchaser to suppress risk of project failure. It is performed by sharing software metrics during the project for the purchaser to grasp the status of the project. Although there are some software measurement models, they cannot describe two kinds of metrics which are used to monitor projects with stakeholders. One metric is to indicate project goal achievement after finishing project. The other one is to measure to progress toward the goal. In addition, the models cannot represent countermeasures when symptoms of project failure are found. We propose the model for project monitoring with stakeholders. The model is based on the measurement information model defined by ISO/IEC 15939, and added stakeholder’s goal, key goal indicator (KGI), key performance indicator (KPI), corrective action, and check timing. With our model, project monitoring with stakeholders can be described more rigorously.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, software size becomes larger, since software is used in various situations and needed for more functions. Consequently, not only a software developer but also a software purchaser suffers considerable losses when software project is failed (delay of delivery date, project cost overrun, or insufficient quality of developed software are occurred). So avoiding project failure is more important for purchasers than before. Project monitoring with a purchaser and a developer is expected to be effective way for the purchaser to suppress risk of project failure [10], especially when developer’s project management skill is insufficient. Project monitoring with a purchaser and a developer is performed by sharing software metrics during the project for the purchaser to grasp the status of the project.

Besides in recent years, software developers outsource a part of software development to sub contractors (e.g. offshore developers in India or China) because of lack of human resources, or pressure of restraining software development cost. However, sub contractors’ project failure sometimes causes primary contractor’s project failure.

Project monitoring with a primary constructor (purchaser) and a sub contractor (developer) is also expected to be effective in the case. In this paper, we call a purchaser, a developer, a primary constructor, and a sub constructor as stakeholders.

Appropriate model of software project monitoring with stakeholders is necessary to perform it rigorously. The model defines elements of project monitoring activities and their relationships. More intuitively, the model clarifies how to perform project monitoring. The efficiency of the model is similar to that of the entity-relationship model for database [3]. The model is required to describe project monitoring activities. Applying plan-do-check-act cycle, project monitoring consists of four activities, namely deciding which metrics are measured (plan), collecting values of metrics (do), analyzing values of metrics (check), and performing countermeasures based on the analysis (act). For instance, when “keep software quality high” is set as the project goal, code coverage is decided to be monitored on plan phase, it is measured on do phase, its value is compared with a reference value on check phase, and on act phase, modules are retested if code coverage is lower than the reference value. This is because low code coverage means testing is insufficient, and it causes remaining faults.

Although there are some models for software measurement [4][11][13][15][16], the models are not enough to describe plan phase. Two kinds of metrics should be set to monitor projects with stakeholders in the plan phase, but the models do not explicitly represent the metrics. One metric is to indicate whether the project goal is achieved or not when project is finished. For instance, defect density (defect density = number of defects / program size) after release is used as the metric. Without the metric, it is difficult for stakeholders to agree to whether the goal is achieved or not. The other metric is to measure to progress toward the goal. For example, code coverage is used as the metric. Using the metric, a purchaser can understand status of project quantitatively in midstream of the project.

In addition, the models cannot represent activities of act phase. For example, Chirinos et al. [4] proposed the software measurement model which defines elements such as type of metrics, range of value, and measurement method, but it does not include elements related to act phase. Description of activities of act phase is effective to derive the commitment of the developer that it surely performs countermeasures. It is expected to decrease risk of project failure.
We propose a new model for project monitoring with stakeholders. Our model is based on measurement information model, which is defined in ISO/IEC 15939 [11]. We added key goal indicator (KGI), key performance indicator (KPI), corrective action, and check timing to the model. The KGI and the KPI are used in the area of business management [18]. The KGI is a metric which indicates whether the goal is achieved or not. The KPI is a metric which indicates whether progress toward the goal is smooth or not. Corrective action explains how to act when KPIs show inadequate values. It is adopted from the Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point (HACCP) [5], which is management system for food safety. Check timing shows when KGI and KPIs are checked by stakeholders.

Effectiveness of our model is as follows. (1) is effectiveness for a developer (sub constructor), (2) and (3) are for a purchaser (primary contractor), and (4) is for all stakeholders.

(1) Our model can be used as a template of the project monitoring plan. The developer can make a project monitoring plan more easily and more rigorously.

(2) With the KPI, the purchaser grasps status of the project easily.

(3) Corrective action derives the commitment of the developer that it surely reacts to issues which are observed by KPIs.

(4) Stakeholders can agree the project monitoring plan more smoothly, because the plan made with our model explicitly describes how to monitoring the project.

In what follows, Section II clarifies requirements for modeling software project monitoring with stakeholders. Section III explains structure of the model. Section IV shows an application of the model. Section V introduces related work. In the end, Section VI concludes the paper with a summary.

II. REQUIREMENTS FOR MODELING PROJECT MONITORING WITH STAKEHOLDERS

We identify requirements for the model of project monitoring with stakeholders by seeing activities of it. Applying to plan-do-check-act cycle, project monitoring consists of four activities.

In the plan phase, goals of project monitoring are set, and metrics which relate to the goals are identified. GQM (Goal-Question-Metric) approach [1] is one of the methods to identify the metrics. For example, “keep software quality high” is set as the goal, and code coverage and defect density are settled as the metrics. Additionally, to monitor projects with stakeholders, a metric which directly indicates whether the goal is attained or not is decided. For instance, defect density after release is set as the metric. Note that goals of each stakeholder are sometimes different. For instance, it is possible that “suppress development cost” is set as the goal of a developer, but it is not set as that of a purchaser, when software price is fixed by contract.

In the do phase, metrics are collected with automated measurement tools or manual measurement, and stored. For instance, code coverage is measured by the measurement tool, and number of defects is manually measured in the testing phase. Some metrics are derived from several metrics. For example, defect density is calculated by dividing number of defects by program size (source lines of code).

In the check phase, collected metrics are analyzed by comparison of reference values, some graphs, or mathematical models. Analysis results show process (e.g. testing phase) or products (e.g. source code) are normal or abnormal. For example, a value of code coverage is compared with a reference value, and when the measured value is lower than the reference value, testing is regarded as insufficient. To monitor a project with stakeholders, analyzing metrics is scheduled on particular timing. For instance, defect density on unit testing, integration testing, and system testing are checked at the end of each phase with stakeholders.

In the act phase, when the results of the check phase indicate that process or products are abnormal, countermeasures are conducted. For example, when values of code coverage of some modules are lower than a reference value, they are retested.

To describe project monitoring with stakeholders, a model is required to present:

- (R1) Goals of each stakeholder separately, and a metric which directly indicates whether the goal is achieved or not.
- (R2) Distinction between a metric indicating goal achievement and metrics indicating progress toward the goal.
- (R3) How to collect metrics.
- (R4) How to analyze metrics.
- (R5) Timing of analyzing metrics with stakeholders.
- (R6) Countermeasures to correct abnormal process or products identified on check phase.

Fig. 1 shows plan-do-check-act cycle of project monitoring and requirements corresponding each phase. (R1), (R2) and (R5) are specified requirements for a project monitoring model with stakeholders.

III. STRUCTURE OF PROJECT MONITORING MODEL

The model of project monitoring with stakeholders is based on the measurement information model, which is defined in ISO/IEC 15939 [11]. The model defines activities of analysis and measurement with hierarchical structure. The reason of adopting the model as a basis of our model is that the model satisfies requirements (R3) and (R4) stated in section II in just proportion.
Fig. 2 shows the structure of the measurement information model and examples of the elements. In the example, number of defects at unit testing and program size are measured as base measures according to measurement methods. Defect density at unit testing is derived as the derived measure according to the measurement function. The indicator which is computed by analysis model is defect density at unit testing, and it is as same as derived measure in this case. Based on the decision criteria, it is settled whether defect density at unit testing is abnormal or not.

Fig. 3 illustrates the structure of the model of project monitoring with stakeholders using the UML (Unified Modeling Language). The model has hierarchical structure in the same way as the measurement information model. Stakeholder’s goal, key goal indicator (KGI), key performance indicator (KPI), check timing, and corrective action are added to the measurement information model. The KGI and the KPI inherit characteristics of the indicator. Lower layer than the analysis model is same as the measurement information model, so they are omitted in the figure. Detail of each element is explained below.

A. Stakeholder’s goal

Stakeholder’s goal represents an aim which a stakeholder intends to attain through project monitoring. When monitoring project with a purchaser and a developer, stakeholder’s goal is called purchaser’s goal or developer’s goal. In the same way, when monitoring project with a primary contractor and a sub contractor, stakeholder’s goal is called primary contractor’s goal or sub contractor’s goal.

This element is defined to satisfy requirement (R1). Concept of stakeholder’s goal is almost same as the goal of GQM. The goals are written by plain text. They can also be written by the goal template proposed by Fuggetta et al. [6].

When applying the model, at least two stakeholders’ goal is needed. For instance, when monitoring project with a purchaser and a developer, at least one purchaser’s goal and one developer’s goal are set. It is possible that goals of different stakeholder are same. For example, stakeholder’s goal is set as follows:

- Purchaser’s goal and developer’s goal-1: keep software quality high.
- Developer’s goal-2: suppress increasing of software cost.

In this case, purchaser’s goal and developer’s goal-1 are same.

B. Key goal indicator

The key goal indicator (KGI) is a metric which indicates whether the goal is achieved or not. With a KGI, stakeholders consent to final status of the goal. This element is defined to satisfy requirements (R1) and (R2). Originally, The KGI is used in the business management area [18]. The KGI is treated as an indicator of measurement information model. That is, the KGI is computed from base measures using an analysis model, and interpreted by decision criteria.

Every stakeholder’s goal has only one KGI. There is no stakeholder’s goal which does not have a KGI. Not using multiple KGIs for a goal makes judgment of goal achievement clear. If a stakeholder evaluates a goal from multiple viewpoints, set composite metric as a KGI, or divide the goal in more detail. For instance, when “enhance software quality with respect to availability” is set as stakeholder’s goal, mean time to repair (MTTR) and mean time between failures (MTBF) are not used as KGI, but operation rates (operation rates = MTBF / (MTBF + MTTR)) is used as a KGI. Or “enhance software quality with respect to reliability” and “enhance software quality with respect to serviceability” are set as stakeholder’s goals, and MTBF and MTTR are set as a KGI for each goal.

C. Key process indicator

The key process indicator (KPI) is a metric which indicates whether progress toward the goal is smooth or not. Keeping values of KPIs sound is expect to bring achievement of the KGI. This element is defined to satisfy requirement (R2). With the KPI, a purchaser grasps status of the project easily. Same as the KGI, the KPI is used in the
This element is defined to satisfy requirement (R6). Concept of corrective action is almost same as that of the Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point (HACCP) [5], management system for food safety. Corrective action derives the commitment of a developer that it surely reacts to issues which are observed by KPIs.

Every KPI has one corrective action. The KGI does not have corrective action because the KGI is checked after a project finished. Detailed corrective actions are itemized for each abnormal case classified by decision criteria. For example, when defect density at integration testing is set as a KPI, corrective action is described as follows:

- When a value of the KPI is larger than upper limit of reference value:
  - Unit testing of the subsystem is conducted again.
- When a value of the KPI is smaller than lower limit of reference value:
  - Confirm number of test cases for the subsystem, and test the subsystem again.

IV. APPLICATION OF PROJECT MONITORING MODEL

This section shows an application of our project monitoring model and notations for the model. The application assumes that project is monitored by a purchaser and a developer. The purchaser and the developer have a common goal about quality. Note that this example is derived from our consideration, not from an industrial case.

Indicator Structure Diagram (Fig. 4) illustrates relationships of the stakeholder’s goal, the KGI, and KPIs. Indicator Description Chart (Table I) shows KGI/KPIs, base measures, measurement methods, measurement functions, an analysis model, decision criteria, and corrective actions. Monitoring Activity Diagram (Fig. 5) represents check timing and data collection timing. Dots are used when check or measurement is done at particular point, and lines are used when check or measurement is done at certain frequency.

A stakeholder’s goal and a KGI are settled based on stakeholder’s discussion. KPIs are settled by stakeholder’s experiences, consideration, or knowledge of software engineering research. For instance, this example uses software reliability growth model (SRGM) as one of KPIs for the KGI “defect density after 6 months of release,” because when SRGM estimates remaining defects as low, defect density after 6 months of release is anticipated to be low. Decision criteria and corrective actions are decided in a similar way. Note that when a purchaser does not have enough knowledge or experiences about software development, KPIs are mainly chosen by a developer.

From the application, it can be concluded that our model has capability to describe how to monitoring project with stakeholders accurately. The capability is expected to help agreement of project monitoring between stakeholders, and to assist planning it as a template.

V. RELATED WORK

Although there are some models which relates to measurement process, they do not just match modeling project monitoring with stakeholders. Basili et al. [1]
proposed GQM approach. GQM is used to decide which metrics should be measured. At first, a goal which is intended to be achieved through measurement process is set, next, questions which explain how to evaluate goal is set, and metrics are decided based on the questions. GQM is useful to make measurement plan, but it covers only plan phase. Although the questions of GQM includes concept of KGI and KPI, and the goal of GQM includes stakeholders to some extent, it does not define them explicitly. Other GQM approach [2] is also different from our model in the points.

Kitchenham et al. [13] proposed modeling method of measurement, based on the model which one of the authors proposed [14]. To enhance reliability of dataset, they focused on data structure and storing data, and defined some elements such as data type, range, counting rule, and so on. Namely, their research mainly covers do phase.

ISO/IEC 15939 [11] defines the measurement information model explained in section III. It covers do and check phase. However, it does not include KGI, KPI, and stakeholder’s goal, and hence it does not cover plan phase. Additionally, ISO/IEC 15939 defines measurement process based on plan-do-check-act cycle, and mentioned act phase. However, ISO/IEC 15939 does not define elements for act phase, and therefore the measurement information model does not include them.

Chirinos et al. [4] proposed the model for software measurement (MOSME) which covers plan phase, do phase and check phase. The model has elements which explain collecting and interpreting data in detail. García et al. [8] proposed software measuring modeling language (SMML), based on researches which some of the authors worked on [7][9]. It includes elements which are used for plan, do, and check phase. But these models do not include elements like KGI, KPI, stakeholder’s goal or collective action. Hence, these models do not fit well for modeling project monitoring with stakeholders. Other models [15][16] are also different from our model in the points.

The KGI and the KPI are also used by the control objectives for information and related technology (COBIT)

![Figure 5. An example of Monitoring Activity Diagram.](image)

**TABLE I. AN EXAMPLE OF INDICATOR DESCRIPTION CHART.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KGI/KPI</th>
<th>Base measure</th>
<th>Measurement method</th>
<th>Measurement function</th>
<th>Analysis model</th>
<th>Decision criteria</th>
<th>Corrective action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Defect density after 6 months of release | Number of defects after release | Collect defects from a bug tracking system tool | Number of defects after release / program size | Not applicable | When the value is lower than the target value which is decided by a developer and a purchaser, the developer’s goal and the purchaser’s goal are regarded to be attained. | Not applicable |}
| Program size                | Measure program size by a program size measurement tool | | | | | |
| Found problem rate at code review | Number of found problems at code review | Collect found problems at code review | Number of found problem / program size | Not applicable | Compare the value between modules. When the value of a module is too low, code review of it is suspected of insufficiency. | Code review of the module is conducted again. |
| Program size                | Measure program size by a program size measurement tool | | | | | |
| Code coverage               | Code coverage | Measure C9 coverage by a code coverage measurement tool | Not applicable | Not applicable | When the value of a module is lower than 100%, testing of the module is suspected of insufficiency. | The module is tested again. |
| Defect density at unit testing | Number of defects at unit testing | Collect defects at unit testing | Number of defects at unit testing / program size | Not applicable | Compare the value between modules. Case1: When the value of a module is too low, number of test cases is suspected of insufficiency. Case2: When the value of a module is too high, quality of module is suspected of low. | Case1: Confirm number of test cases of the module, and test the module again. Case2: Code review of the module is conducted again. |
| Program size                | Measure program size by a program size measurement tool | | | | | |
| Defect density at integration testing | Number of defects at integration testing | Collect defects at integration testing from a bug tracking system tool | Number of defects at integration testing / program size | Not applicable | Compare the value between subsystems. Case1: When the value of a subsystem is too low, number of test cases is suspected of insufficiency. Case2: When the value of a subsystem is too high, unit testing is suspected of insufficiency. | Case1: Confirm number of test cases of the subsystem, and test the subsystem again. Case2: Unit testing of the subsystem is conducted again. |
| Program size                | Measure program size by a program size measurement tool | | | | | |
| Defect density at integration testing | Number of defects at integration testing | Collect defects at integration testing from a bug tracking system tool | Number of defects at integration testing / program size | Not applicable | Compare the value between subsystems. Case1: When the value of a subsystem is too low, number of test cases is suspected of insufficiency. Case2: When the value of a subsystem is too high, unit testing is suspected of insufficiency. | Case1: Confirm number of test cases of the subsystem, and test the subsystem again. Case2: Unit testing of the subsystem is conducted again. |
| Program size                | Measure program size by a program size measurement tool | | | | | |
| Software reliability growth model | Number of defects | Collect defects from a bug tracking system tool | Not applicable | Apply a SRGM | When the SRGM estimates remaining defects as high, testing is regarded as insufficient. | Testing is proceeded until the SRGM estimates remaining defects as low. |
TABLE II. COMPARISON OF MODELS RELATED TO MEASUREMENT PROCESS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(R1)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Partially yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R2)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Partially yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R3)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R4)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R5)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R6)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We propose the model of project monitoring with stakeholders (a purchaser and a developer, or a primary contractor and a sub contractor). Although project monitoring with the stakeholders is expected to suppress project failure, there was no appropriate model to describe it. We specify six requirements for the model, and based on the measurement information model defined by ISO/IEC 15939, we added stakeholder’s goal, key goal indicator (KGI), key performance indicator (KPI), check timing, and corrective action to the model. Our model is useful for planning project monitoring with stakeholders more rigorously, and they can agree the plan more smoothly. Compared to other measurement models, our model is most fitted to project monitoring with stakeholders. Application of the model is shown to confirm description capability of the model. Our future work is extending notations of the model.
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